Abstract
Introduction
Convection equation is an important type of mathematical model to describe a variety of physical phenomena. The research on its numerical analysis methods has been the focus of many researchers. Evans [1] firstly proposed the group explicit method for solving the convection equation. Other researchers, including Jingliang Chen [2] , Jinfu Lu [3] , and Chengri Jin [4] etc., then further improved Evans's work. Most existing group explicit methods cannot achieve the high accuracy and are limited to second order accuracy. Based on alternating group explicit method's idea, Evans [5] proposed an alternating group explicit iteration method for solving the parabolic equation. This method not only has good absolute stability and accuracy, it is also suitable for parallel computing. Based on this method, Bolin Zhang [6] , Rohallah Tavakoli [7] has proposed several algorithms which could achieve absolute stability and high accuracy. This works integrates the grouping explicit method with numerical boundary conditions and proposes an alternating group explicit iteration method with high accuracy for solving the initial-boundary value problem of convection equations. Our method's accuracy reaches to four order. Experimental results show the promising performance of our method compared to other existing methods.
The new finite difference method
Consider the initial boundary value problem for convection equation
]
and h l N  are time step and space step, respectively（ M and N are integer）.
The numerical solution of (1) is denoted by n i u , while the exact solution ( , ) Applying Taylor ' s formula to the scheme at ( , ) . 
then the method can be derived as below:
here 0   is the constant of Peacheman-Rachford, k is the iterative parameter, and I is unit matrix. 
convergence analysis
Then the difference scheme (9)is unconditional stable.
Experiment Results
In the following part, we would like to adopt the (S) AGE method in [3] , AGE method in [4] , and our proposed AGEI method for the experiments. At the time Experimental results show that, in terms of accuracy, our proposed method is much better than existing work [3] and [4] .
